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Industrial Labels in India is involved in offering unique 
identity to the products and preventing its imitation. They 
are designed in an attention-grabbing style and made with 
the supreme grade materials such as PP, PVC and BOPP etc. 
They are fabricated with the modern technology in 
accordance to the industrial norms. The printing on the 
labels are made with the contemporary printing systems. 
They are duplicate-proof and affordable.  
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   High quality 

  very Durable and reliable 

   legible prints 

 

We are the chief Industrial labels manufacturer of high 
quality  and they comprise of Polycarbonate Control 
Panel Labels, Instrument Panel Labels, Electronic 
Equipment Labels, Fitness Equipment Panel Labels, 
Polycarbonate Control Panel Labels, Instrument Panel 
Labels, Electronic Equipment Labels and Fitness 
Equipment Panel Labels etc.  We offer them at incredible 
rates.       
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We are the leading manufacturer of Control Panel Labels in 
India and they are fabricated with supreme quality raw-
material such as Polycarbonate, Polyester and Vinyl materials. 
These labels are resistant to chemicals, wear & tear and 
abrasion or scratch, consequently are ideal for the control 
panels of the industrial machines that function in tough 
atmosphere of the industries. They are accessible in diverse 
designs, shapes and colors custom-made according to the 
necessities of the customers. 
 
 

 resistant to chemicals 

 accessible in diverse designs, shapes and colors 

 resistant to wear & tear and abrasion or scratch 
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Our Polycarbonate control panel labels have excellent 
resistance to heat, impact, scratch & abrasion, chemicals and 
are also very resilient and very long-lasting. Therefore our 
clients prefer them for labeling for warning or caution & safety 
on the machineries that are subjected to harsh, corrosive 
environment of the industries. We offer them at very 
reasonable price rates. 

Features: 

   impact, scratch & abrasion resistant 

   very resilient and long-lasting 

   heat & chemicals resistant 
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Industrial labels 

Industrial labels Manufacturer  

Control Panel Labels in India 

Polycarbonate control panel labels 

Medical Equipment Labels in India 

Electronic Equipment Labels in India 

Die Cut Label Manufacturers 

Instruction Labels 

Aluminium Name Plates 

Vinyl Control Panel Labels Manufacturer 

Address:  
90/1,g.f., Kamdhenu Complex, Opp. Sahjanand 
Collage, Panjarapol, Ambavadi, Ahmedabad – 
380 015. Gujarat, India 
 
Mobile No: 
+91 - 92272 26339 
 
Email: info@industriallabels.in 
 
Website: www.industriallabels.in 
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